
 

Bicycle Hypnosis V2 - Pokerdeck

Hypnosis from Bicycle Playing Cards is traditional playing card deck with
standard faces, but the playing card back is specifically designed with the cardist
in mind. With a borderless back design and hypnotizing, colorful, seamless
graphics, the Hypnosis deck from Bicycle Playing Cards is sure to enhance the
flow of flourishes, fans, spreads, and more.

  The tuck case of the Hypnosis deck from Bicycle Playing Cards features two
eye-catching colors of foil for an ultra-premium look. The card faces are custom-
colored and feature a graphic nod to the card back design.

  While the Hypnosis card backs are designed for cardists, the faces are standard
faces, so the playing cards are perfect for playing favorite card games such as
rummy, poker, hearts, and solitaire.

  All Bicycle playing cards are made in the USA with Bicycle's classic Air Cushion
finish. This gives playing cards a linen-like feel and allows cards to glide smoothly
during shuffling, dealing, and flourishing.

  Trusted since 1885 - Bicycle Playing Cards have been the trusted brand for an
exceptional playing card experience for over 135 years

  Classic Air-Cushion® Finish - Superior performance in your hands and on the
table using our proprietary finish that provides unmatched playability

  Printed on premium Bicycle® Brand cardstock - Our legendary card stock
provides great performance and durability

  Elevate card games - Bicycle Playing Cards make perfect cards for Rummy,
Spades, Hearts, Blackjack and hundreds of other card games

  Unique playing cards - Bicycle Playing Cards with a bold and unique design
perfect for cardistry. The seamless, borderless card back design enhances
movement during flourishes

  Fun, premium design - This deck of Bicycle Playing Cards is a showstopper that
will standout in your collection. Suitable for any card game or as a decorative
piece in your home when not being used
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  Printed with non-toxic, plant-based inks - Printed with non-toxic, plant-based
inks to limit our environmental impact and ensure consumer safety

  Fully recyclable playing cards - All the playing cards in the box are completely
recyclable and made from sustainably forested FSC-Certified paper fibers

  Made in the USA - Proudly produced in Erlanger, Kentucky by The United
States Playing Card Company
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